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Reaching for the Warrior Within is the authors personal story
recounting a volatile childhood. This led him to a path of
addictions, anxiety and overindulgence in alcohol, drugs,
cigarettes and destructive relationships. As a survival
mechanism he split into many different selves. He credits turning
his life around, not by therapy, but by simultaneously paying
attention to the messages he has been receiving from his Spirit
team in Heaven since birth. He explains how he was able to
distinctly tell the difference between when his higher self was
intervening and ruling the show, and when his lower self was
running his life into the gutter. Living several lifetimes in one, he
did not let anything stop him from getting his life together,
going after what he wanted and achieving it. He describes how
he pulled himself up by his bootstraps and obtained every job he
wanted without prior experience. This is from work in the
entertainment industry with some of Hollywoods respected
talent, to ridding himself of toxic addictions and living a
healthier lifestyle clear-minded. Kevin Hunter gains strength,
healing and direction with the help of his own team of guides
and angels....
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It in one of the most popular publication. It really is writter in easy words and not difficult to understand. You are going
to like how the author write this book.
-- Pr of . Eva ns B a listr er i DDS-- Pr of . Eva ns B a listr er i DDS

Completely essential go through book. This is for all who statte there had not been a worthy of reading through. It is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Lydia  Leg r os-- Lydia  Leg r os
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